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News – Winter 2021/22

New event: Nordic Testival - 12/13 February 2022

A new event format for the nordic industry - based on the testRIDE of the bike industry. Unlike the classic ski tests, the testival will be
developed into a happening. Community, exchange and lifestyle are the central aspects of the Nordic Testival in Lenzerheide.

lenzerheide.swiss/nordictestival

New adventure slope: Globi trail for families with children

In summer, families with children explore the only Globi hiking trail in Switzerland with a total of 13 stations where Globi explains topics
such as nature and technology in a playful way. Globi can now also be found on the slopes in winter, on family slope no. 45. Globi explains
the rules of the slopes and various techniques and is guaranteed to provide fun.

arosalenzerheide.swiss/ski-map

New discovery trail: Senda Cultura – a discovery trail for those interested in culture

The Senda Cultura makes the culture of the holiday region Lenzerheide experienceable – for locals as well as for guests. 21 information
boards in Lenzerheide and Valbella tell the story «from the Maiensäss to the popular holiday region». The Senda Cultura can be walked in
one piece, but this is not mandatory.

kulturampass.ch

lenzerheide.swiss/nordictestival
https://arosalenzerheide.swiss/en/Ski-Area/Skiing-Snowboarding/Ski-map
kulturampass.ch


The holiday region Lenzerheide reaches from Malix in the north to
Lantsch/Lenz in the south. It unites the three political communities of
Churwalden, Vaz/Obervaz and Lantsch/Lenz into one touristic destination.
As one of the most attractive holiday regions in Graubünden, Lenzerheide
offers its guests a variety of nature and vacation experiences, an extensive
sports infrastructure for professional training as well as for the fun of the
sporting experience, and a large number of varied events in a good
atmosphere. Thanks to its easy and fast accessibility, the holiday region
Lenzerheide also offers ideal conditions for spontaneous excursions into
the Grisons mountains. Swiss families form the largest guest segment in
the holiday region Lenzerheide.

The focus of the proactive marketing of the holiday region Lenzerheide is
placed on the four strategic business areas of Alpine Snow Sports, Nordic,
Bike and Families. The main business of Alpine snow sports in winter is
handled in close cooperation with the ski resort Arosa Lenzerheide. Nordic
complements the main business and is promoted together with the Roland
Arena. Events with a strong, supra-regional communication impact are
organized to reinforce the promotion of the three sports business
segments: Lenzerheide is the venue for the FIS Ski World Cup, the FIS Tour
de Ski, the UCI Mountain Bike World Cup and soon the IBU Biathlon World
Cup.

lenzerheide.swiss

Welcome to the holiday region Lenzerheide Creation. Motivation. Inspiration. 

https://arosalenzerheide.swiss/en/Lenzerheide


The snow-sure ski resort Arosa Lenzerheide convinces with 225 prepared
kilometers of slopes up to 2,865 m above sea level. Wide slopes, on which
curves with large turns are made or steep slopes to really get into the
edges, make the hearts of winter sports enthusiasts beat faster. The
Urdenbahn, the fastest aerial cable car in Switzerland, takes guests from
the Arosa Hörnli to the Urdenfürggli in Lenzerheide and back again within
three minutes. Since the opening of the Obertor chairlift, which connects
the two valley sides Heidbüel/Scalottas and Rothorn/Motta in
Lenzerheide, the snow sports experience from Piz Scalottas to the Arosa
Weisshorn is perfect. The guests are offered a wide range of slopes.

arosalenzerheide.swiss

The different mountain experiences in the ski resort Arosa Lenzerheide
provide for very special memories. While at the Early Bird the first lines
can be made on the freshly groomed piste, the day is concluded with the
last curves on the piste illuminated at night at the SnowNights or also at
the Full Moon Downhill Rothorn. During a look behind the scenes, guests
learn interesting facts about the facilities, and with the King for a Night
offer, they can even accompany a snow groomer. Culinary highlights are
guaranteed with the offer Dinner with a difference, as well as with the
lantern run Piz Scalottas, where a cozy cheese fondue evening is combined
with a ski run by lantern light.

arosalenzerheide.swiss/mountainadventures

Arosa Lenzerheide: Two hearts, one ski resort Adorable. Heavenly. Really true.

https://arosalenzerheide.swiss/en/Ski-Area
arosalenzerheide.swiss/mountainadventures


With more than 140 km of marked and groomed paths, the ski resort
Arosa Lenzerheide is also an ideal winter hiking area. The well-prepared
walking and winter hiking paths in Lenzerheide and Arosa lead through the
middle of the snow sports area or slightly off the beaten track through
snow-covered forests and landscapes. Almost 20 mountain huts, with a
varied culinary offer, can be reached on foot or by one of the 14 transport
facilities. Similar to the tickets for skiers and snowboarders, one-day and
multi-day winter hiking tickets are also available for the ski resort Arosa
Lenzerheide.

lenzerheide.swiss/winterhiking

The holiday region Lenzerheide offers four varied sledging runs. The
downhill fun can start comfortably from Scharmoin or Tgantieni with
ascent via mountain cable car or in connection with a leisurely walk
through the wintry nature from Sporz or Tschugga. The latter route is
illuminated at night. The new LIGHT RIDE promises a very special highlight.
It is located on the lower part of the sledging run Scharmoin-Canols and
can be reached by gondola Rothorn 1. It is a new kind of sledding
experience for young and old that combines multi-sensory light
installations with a sledding challenge.

lightride.ch

Winter Hiking and Snowshoeing Sledging and LIGHT RIDE

lenzerheide.swiss/winterhiking
https://arosalenzerheide.swiss/en/Lenzerheide/Winter/More-winter-activities/Light-Ride


The cross-country skiing region Lenzerheide convinces with a 56 kilometer
long network of trails for every level. Whether beginner or professional, in
a camp lasting several days, a technique course, a private lesson, a fun
competition or any other special experience - in Lenzerheide the following
counts: Nordic is for everyone. The 4 km long night cross-country ski trail
in Lantsch/Lenz is illuminated every evening from 5 pm to 9 pm and also
offers an ideal training site for night owls. With the Roland Arena, the
region also has the only permanently installed biathlon facility in
Switzerland. The core of the facility is the World Cup-compliant shooting
range with 30 slots. The arena is a training and competition center for
national and international sports teams. The facility is complemented by
modern accommodation and catering facilities. Perfect conditions also for
amateur athletes.

lenzerheide.swiss/cross-country-skiing

The IBU Biathlon World Championships will be held in Lenzerheide in
2025. In November 2020, Switzerland's bid for the World Championships
won out over its rival Minsk-Raubichi from Belarus at the congress of the
IBU. For the first time ever, the elite biathlon world championships will be
held in Switzerland in five years. Biathlon has experienced dynamic
development in Switzerland since the sport was integrated into Swiss-Ski
in 2005. Most recently, the Youth and Junior World Championships were
successfully held in the Roland Arena in Lantsch/Lenz at the end of
January/beginning of February 2020. The commitment for the elite world
championships is now another milestone and undoubtedly the highlight of
the rapid development of the sport of biathlon in Switzerland.

biathlon-lenzerheide.swiss

This is Nordic by Lenzerheide. The best. With us.

https://arosalenzerheide.swiss/en/Lenzerheide/Winter/Cross-country-skiing
https://www.biathlon-lenzerheide.swiss/en


The winter landscape invites families to linger - whether skating, building
snowmen or on skis. The terrain in the children's areas of Auarara,
Fastatsch and Heimberg is only slightly sloping and offers ideal conditions
for a gentle start to a skiing career. Off-piste, a Foxtrail, an exciting
scavenger hunt for families with children aged eight and over, can be
enjoyed in Lenzerheide both in summer and winter. The «Anda» Heidsee
trail, which lasts around two hours, provides exciting riddles and has a few
surprises in store. In addition to the regular family program, numerous
destination partners offer activities such as cross-country skiing or biathlon
taster courses for children, an adventure game at Valbella Resort, or an
evening snowshoe hike with a barbecue around the campfire.

lenzerheide.swiss/family-experiences

The adventure mountain Pradaschier in Churwalden offers tobogganing
and zipline fun for a special adrenaline kick in both summer and winter.
With 31 curves and a height difference of 480 meters, the toboggan run
winds its way down to the valley at 3,060 meters. This makes it the longest
toboggan run in Switzerland. A ride from the starting station at 1,750
meters above sea level to the valley takes seven to ten minutes. The
zipline at the adventure mountain Pradaschier is unique in the Grisons
mountains. With the zipline, guests fly down into the valley safely attached
to a wire rope at up to 110 kilometers per hour. During the almost 2-
minute flight, 1,739m are covered with a height difference of 470m. The
29% drop after the gentle start gives a feeling of free fall, which is very
close to that of flying.

pradaschier.ch

Family experiences: Vacations that move Adventure mountain with toboggan run and zipline

https://arosalenzerheide.swiss/en/Lenzerheide/Winter/Family-experiences
https://www.pradaschier.ch/en/


Events – Winter 2021/22

Magic Forest Lenzerheide – 10 to 30 December 2021

A combination of light art, music experience and culinary delights in the midst of a wintry mountain world - that is the Magic Forest
Lenzerheide. A fascination for all the senses that fascinates both children and adults, young and old. The event stands out throughout
Switzerland for its uniqueness and has delighted countless visitors since its premiere in 2013.

zauberwald-lenzerheide.ch

Winter Universiade 2021 – 11 to 30 December 2021

The 30th Winter Universiade will take place in Graubünden and Central Switzerland. The Winter Universiade is the second largest multi-
sport event after the Winter Olympics. Lenzerheide is the host of the biathlon and ski-orienteering competitions. Students at universities
and technical colleges between the ages of 17 and 25 are allowed to compete.

lenzerheide.swiss/winteruniversiade

Tour de Ski Lenzerheide – 28/29 December 2021

On 28/29 December 2021, the cross-country skiing elite will once again meet in Lenzerheide for the start of the FIS Tour de Ski 2021/22. On
the program are sprint races in the free technique and individual start races in the classic technique. Lenzerheide is looking forward to the
cross-country festival with two race days. Afterwards, the tour moves on to Oberstdorf and Val di Fiemme.

tourdeskilenzerheide.ch

zauberwald-lenzerheide.ch
https://arosalenzerheide.swiss/en/Lenzerheide/Top-Events/Sports/Winteruniversiade
https://tourdeskilenzerheide.ch/en


Events – Winter 2021/22

37th Planoiras Volkslanglauf – 16 January 2022

Over 400 participants from all over Europe are part of the Planoiras Volkslanglauf every year. The original course leads on 25 km through
the snowy winter landscape of the holiday region Lenzerheide between the Roland Arena in Lantsch/Lenz and Parpan. The Planoiras youth
race and the hejaheja snowshoe and cross-country race each take place a week earlier.

lenzerheide.swiss/planoiras

Audi FIS Women's Ski World Cup Lenzerheide – 5/6 March 2022

Less than a year after the Audi FIS Ski World Cup Finals in Lenzerheide, the ladies return to the Silvano Beltrametti slope in Parpan. A Super-
G on Saturday and a Giant Slalom on Sunday will provide spectacle and exciting racing on one of the most difficult women's courses in the
ski world cup calendar.

weltcup-lenzerheide.ch

LIVE is LIFE – 1 to 3 April 2022

The LIVE is LIFE went into the second round from 5 to 7 April 2019 and could convince with a lot of sun, soul and heart. In Arosa and
Lenzerheide, a total of 29 concerts took place on the mountain and in the valley during three days. After the corona-related cancellation in
2020 and 2021, the organizers are looking forward to the return of the music festival in 2022.

liveislife.ch

https://arosalenzerheide.swiss/en/Lenzerheide/Top-Events/Sports/Planoiras-Folk-Cross-Country-Skiing-Race
https://www.weltcup-lenzerheide.ch/en
https://www.liveislife.ch/en
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